Dear Friends,

For A Wider Bridge, 2022 came in like a lamb and out like a lion. The pandemic waned. We held missions and programs in person. We supported our Israeli partners in their tremendous work. They, in turn, were working with a very supportive government to advance the unfinished business of LGBTQ equality in Israel. We led three missions to Israel, and a Mission to America for Israeli LGBTQ leaders.

Then everything changed.

The November 2022 election in Israel brought several leaders into government who stand firmly in opposition to LGBTQ equality – and the ground shifted beneath the feet of our Israeli partners. A Wider Bridge has continued to hold our Israeli family close as they’ve navigated waters that changed from calm to stormy.

Throughout the year, our network has been speaking actively and authentically about the Israeli LGBTQ community, and about the scourge of LGBTQphobia and antisemitism in North America and around the world.

A Wider Bridge messages and programs have reached many thousands. We helped to:

- Build safe spaces for LGBTQ supporters of Israel without sacrificing any aspect of their identity
- Create close bonds between the Israeli and North American LGBTQ communities
- Expand equality in Israel through AWB Impact Grants that advance civil rights, promote acceptance, and create community
- Fight antisemitism and take a stand for LGBTQ rights

In these pages, you will see stories, images, and numbers that show our impact in the world. You’ll also meet a few of the 100 North American leaders who participated in our 2022 missions, and read about what they’ve done.

Thank you to our board, donors, alums, partners, and participants who continue to take A Wider Bridge from strength to strength. You make all of this possible.

Deep appreciation to Chair Emeritus Alan Schwartz, who guided A Wider Bridge through the last seven years – including the pandemic years – with vision, passion, and courage.

Andy Austin
Chair of the Board

Ethan Felson
Executive Director
When the mayor of West Hollywood returned from our June mission, she spoke about her experience at a conference on antisemitism. She later related the mission to her support for the city council’s adoption of the International Holocaust Remembrance Association definition of antisemitism.

WDG, the only independent LGBTQ news site in Israel, and The Washington Blade, the oldest LGBTQ newspaper in the U.S., are now in partnership, thanks to A Wider Bridge. We helped connect journalists participating in our Mission to Israel and Mission to America. Now, important news stories about the Israeli LGBTQ community are being read in the U.S. – and vice versa.

A Wider Bridge has formed an important partnership with LGBTQ Victory Fund and LGBTQ Victory Institute. Victory supports LGBTQ candidates at all levels of government, many of whom are potential mission participants. And we have formed a partnership with the Aguda in Israel to support their work with LGBTQ candidates.
I think A Wider Bridge has grown so wonderfully, embracing, with such authenticity and validity. And that's wonderful for all of us. We all want a wider community. We all want to feel that there is a bridge to understanding each other, so I like A Wider Bridge very much."

Roselyne “Cissie” Swig

I believe that the support that we get from A Wider Bridge is crucial in continuing some of the most vulnerable programs that are not funded anywhere else and would not exist were it not for A Wider Bridge.”

Nurit Shein

A Wider Bridge focuses on the LGBTQ+ in Israel, and it’s really important to stress the egalitarianism, equality, and pluralism that exist in Israel.”

Rep. Debbie Wasserman Schultz
“While on my A Wider Bridge mission, I kept thinking about the connection here that I can make between LGBTQ folks in the States and people in Israel.”

Nate Looney

“A Wider Bridge is committed to building relationships between our two communities and our two countries, so thank you for that.”

Rep. David Cicilline

“A Wider Bridge allows people from all backgrounds to come together and create a world of acceptance and tolerance. Thanks to their missions, hundreds of community leaders are now connected to the vibrant Israeli LGBTQ community.”

Rabbi Denise Eger
We were excited to return to Israel – after two long pandemic years – with dozens of LGBTQ leaders. We introduced them to Israeli culture, history, and the amazing LGBTQ leaders who are working to build an even more inclusive Israel.

"It felt like a true people to people experience, like we were meeting ‘our’ people in Israel. For me, meeting with the folks who work for LGBTQ equality in religious communities felt particularly special because I come from a religious community here.”

Larry Sandigo

"I thought this mission was really great. I came in with little knowledge and came out with much more confidence to speak to people on both sides of the conflict. Seeing the work of the LGBTQ activists, the work of the Knesset, and learning about the struggles that continue, will be useful in my own work.”

Rep. Brianna Titone
"I had an absolutely incredible, life-changing experience on the trip. I learned so much, met so many outstanding people, and truly feel like a more whole person since my travels. I loved everyone’s ability to ask hard questions, engage each other with kindness and curiosity, and speak to the work that matters so much to all of us."

Gabriella Potter

"An extraordinary opportunity to go beyond the headlines and meet the diverse peoples giving life to the Middle East’s most dynamic LGBT community."

Steve Hansen
The Jewish community in America has figured out something that we have yet to learn – how to welcome queer people and how to integrate queer identities into Jewish identities. But you have a lot to learn from us – how to be complete, full, and secure in your Jewishness. We have a lot to learn from each other, and I am excited to be here and talk with you about it.”

Rotem Sorek, CEO, Ma’avarim

“The wider bridges that are being created between the Israeli and the Jewish American LGBTQ communities need friendships and partnerships. Despite the challenging times, we kept the connection between us. This is incredible for us.”

Ofer Newman, CEO, IGY
We brought 16 Israeli LGBTQ leaders to New York and Washington, DC – deepening our bonds, and reaching a wide audience of LGBTQ leaders in America. Through shared experiences and meaningful encounters, the mission built connections between the Israeli LGBTQ community and American, Jewish, progressive, and LGBTQ communities.
OUR EVENTS

Like many others, we started the year virtually, continuing our “A Wider Lens” series. Later in 2022 we finally got the chance to meet and celebrate Pride in person nationwide.

We couldn’t remain silent. In April, we hosted a special event about the war in Ukraine and ways to help.

More than 6,000 people watched the important conversation we had with the people behind the film “Transkids.”

Finally meeting in person! In May, we marched together with other LGBTQ Jewish organizations in the “Celebrate Israel Parade.”

We broadcast live from the Pride March in Jerusalem for the first time. Almost 25,000 have watched the stream!
It has already become a tradition. More than 8,000 people joined our Live from Tel Aviv Pride annual event.

Pride in NY! On a beautiful June evening, we hosted a special Pride reception together with the Israeli Consulate in New York.

Pride in DC! We were back in Washington, DC, celebrating Pride with the Israel Embassy and many friends and alums.

Pride in the Living Room brought together our friends from The Aguda and many of our New York alums. Together we shared our personal stories and celebrated Pride.
For the Israeli LGBTQ community, 2022 was no ordinary year. It began with record government funding and ended with a new government that elevated leaders who stand in vocal opposition to LGBTQ inclusion.

A Wider Bridge Impact Grants build equality in Israel by providing vital funds to Israeli LGBTQ organizations – advancing civil rights, trans inclusion, community centers, help lines, health care, housing, families, and education. Now more than ever, AWB Impact Grants are helping our Israeli LGBTQ family.

- The Aguda - The Association for LGBTQ Equality in Israel
- Bat-Kol
- Beit Issie Shapiro
- The Communities House
- The Different House - Albeit Almuhtalef
- Havruta - Religious Gays
- Hoshen
- IGY - Israel LGBTQ Youth
- Israel Aids Task Force
- Jerusalem Open House
- LGBT Sports Club, Israel
- LGBTech
- Ma’avarim - Israeli Trans Community
- OTOT - Beit Dror
- Pride of Lionesses
- Pride House of Be’er Sheva and the South
- Shoval
- Tehila
- TLVfest - The Tel Aviv International LGBTQ+ Film Festival
- Trans Israel NGO
For the first time this year, we have a paid employee, which couldn’t have been possible without A Wider Bridge’s resources. One of the parts of living in the south of Israel is providing for yourself. Being able to provide one of my community members a paid position to do what we are already doing is inconceivable, and I am so very grateful for that.”

Ariella Menaker, Chairperson, Pride House of Be’er Sheva and the South

“A Wider Bridge Impact Grant helped us achieve amazing things!

Most of all, it helped us transform our digital media into a powerful tool to educate about LGBTQ issues, spread our message and reach an incredible number of people.

In today’s reality in Israel, we must take this year to grow and to get stronger and better.

We are truly scared that this will be the last year the Ministry of Education funds our activities in schools. As we all know, LGBTQ issues in education and education for tolerance are one of the biggest targets right now.

I know you’re hugging us from the States, and we have much to learn from you. We see your support on social media, and we know that you are standing with us. It’s heartwarming and not being taken for granted.”

CEO from one of the Israeli LGBTQ organizations
The Jewish Inclusive Pride Flag made it to new places, states, and countries in 2022. It was proudly waved from Canada to England, Brazil to Australia, from people’s balconies, in offices, community centers, and synagogues, and as part of the biggest Pride marches.
MOBILIZATION

In 2022, we were more vocal than ever. Reproductive rights, trans rights, LGBTQ rights, Jewish rights – we were there to protect those in need and show solidarity with those in danger. The Beyond the Bridge Network of AWB mission alums made their voices heard on social media, in op-eds, and in forums. In every venue, we pushed back against antisemitism and LGBTQphobia in all their forms.
Total Revenue
$1,859,549

Total Expenses
$1,859,549

* In 2022, AWB budgeted to release some prior year surplus from missions canceled due to COVID
Individual Support

**Gesher Platina ($25K+)**
Alan Schwartz and Michael Sarid

**Gesher Zahav ($10K-$24.9K)**
Andy Austin and Michael Sonberg
Barry Blecher
Kyle Ferrai
Friend Family Philanthropic Fund
James Rushing
Jeffrey Schoenfeld and Matt Holbein
Jane and Stuart Weitzman

**Gesher Adom ($5K-$9.9K)**
Dr. Dana Beyer
Louise and Robert A. Cohen
Ethan Felson and Daniel Schapira
Ellen and Barry Finestone
Jeanette and Eli Reinhard
David Hochberg
David Levine
Bruce Maxwell
Roselyne Chroman Swig
Rachel Wahba

**Gesher Katom ($2.5K-$4.9K)**
Jeremy Burton
Cary Davidson
Rabbi Denise Eger and Rabbi Eleanor Steinman
Barbara and Jeffrey Farber
Amy and Mort Friedkin
Christian Fuscario and Aaron Williams
Tyler Gregory
Paul Groipen
Robert Holgate
Laura Lauder
Sam Picciotto
Lisa and Steven Rudner
Arthur Slepian and Gerry Llamado
Fred Steiner
Drew Tabatchnick and Ira Baer
Laura Talmus and Ace Smith
Paul Waimberg

**Gesher Yarok ($500-$999)**
Yael and Elie Alcheck
Rev. Denyse Barnes
Rabbi Barry Block
Guy Block and Billie Parker
Zack and Ronit Bodner
Elliot Brandt
Cindy Brown
Betsy Cohn
Joshua Donner
Dean Feldman
Wesley and Madeline Finch
Steve Frankel and Dan Ricketts
Howard Fuller
Barbara Goldfarb
Cathy Dobbs Goldstein and Philip Goldstein
Kelly Grunther
Rabbi Eliezer Havivi
Daniel Hernandez
Frederick Hertz and Randolph Langenbach

Simon S. Kaminetsky
Barbara and Ron Kaufman
Steve Kay Kupietzky
Elizabeth and Adam Keil
Keith Krivitzky
Stuart S. Kurlander and David L. Martin
Yehuda Kurtzer
Stephanie and Sam Lauter
Mark Leno
Arthur Leonard
Marcia and Elliot Lepler
Julie and David Levine
Ron Lezell
Susan Lowenberg and Joyce Newstat
Tania Lowenthal and Shelley Friedman
David Marchick
Daryl Messinger and Jim Heeger
Richard Miller and Roberto Konishi
Isaac and Andrew Mitchell-Namdar
Frank November
Anne and Nathan Petrowsky
Elliot Pilshaw and John Chaffin
Lisa Pritzker
Scott Reiter and David Yos
Phil Roberts
Lee Rosenfield and Uwe Schreyer
Jackie and Daniel Safier
Gayle and Joel M. Schindler, Ph.D.
Christine Russell and Mark Schlesinger
Arnold Schoenberg
Lynn and Paul Sedway
Rabbi Zach Shapiro
Jonathan Sheena and Alla Lopatin
Leda Simonsen
Joelle Steefel
Bob Tandler and Valli Benesch
Dennis Tibben
Howard Welinsky
Sharon Wilkes and Robert Kinberg
Rick Zbur

**Under $10,000**
Congregation Emanu-El
Greater Miami Jewish Federation
Israel on Campus Coalition
JIMENA: Jews Indigenous to the Middle East and North Africa
The Isidore Grossman Foundation, Inc.
Jim Joseph Foundation
Retail Wholesale and Department Store Union
Taube Family Foundation

**Anonymous (NYC Area)**
Charles and Lynn Schusterman Family Philanthropies
Diane and Guillford Glazer Foundation
Klarman Family Foundation
One8 Foundation
Paul E. Singer Charitable Fund

**Anonymous (Bay Area)**
The Jewish Federation of Broward County
Libitzky Family Foundation
The Lisa and Michael Leffell Foundation

**Anonymous (NYC Area)**
The Margaret and Daniel Loeb Foundation

**Institutional Support**

**$100,000+**
Anonymous (NYC Area)
Charles and Lynn Schusterman Family Philanthropies
Diane and Guillford Glazer Foundation
Klarman Family Foundation
One8 Foundation
Paul E. Singer Charitable Fund

**$50,000 – $99,999**
GLBT Fund of America of the Philadelphia Foundation
The Jewish Federations of North America
The Koret Foundation
Morningstar Philanthropic Fund

**$25,000 – $49,999**
Anonymous (Bay Area)
Anonymous (NYC Area)
The Margaret and Daniel Loeb Foundation

**$10,000 - $24,999**
The Jewish Federation of Broward County
The Lisa and Michael Leffell Foundation

**Under $10,000**
Congregation Emanu-El
Congregation Emanu-El of the City of New York
Greater Miami Jewish Federation
Israel on Campus Coalition
JIMENA: Jews Indigenous to the Middle East and North Africa
The Isidore Grossman Foundation, Inc.
Jim Joseph Foundation
Retail Wholesale and Department Store Union
Taube Family Foundation

**Inspired by our work? Please Donate Today. Thank you**
Joshua Hoffman
Bernard Kaminetsky
Amanda Russell and David Katz
Alice Kessler
Denise and Stuart Kogod
Mary Kripanidhi
Diane Lennox
Fred Levinson
Jason Lorber
Carlos Martinez
Steve Mazer
Julie Munjack and Bobby Berger
Michael Ozmank
Paul Resnick And Joan M. Karlin
Emily and Jim Scheinman
Naomi Senzer
Cynthia Shapira
Joy Sisisky
Halsey Soifer
Dr. Stuart Sotsky
Sasha Spielvogel
Ron Stern
Daniel Levin
Michael Tuchin
Bill Weinberger and Danny Gibson
Anita Wornick
David Zucker

Gesher Kachol ($250-$499)
Nancy Bialek
Paula Bienenfeld
Gerald Block
Gilbert Brovar
Kathryn Calhoun
Patricia Caplan
Zachary Cohen
Rabbi Judy and Michael Cohen-Rosenberg
Debbie and Barry Cohn
Ira Dankberg and Rob Schoenberger
Patricia Dinner
Lisa Doran
Oren Drori and Hieu Huynh
Julie Fisher
Danielle Foreman
Jeffrey Fraenkel
Asher Gellis
Jerlyn Gelt
Harvey Giller and Barb Hirsch-Giller
Peter Gordenstein
Naomi Jatovsky
Patti and Sammy Joselewitz
Matthew Kamins
Ryan Karben
Jeffrey Katz
Gary Kremen
Sarah Lauter
Fran Levey
Andrew Linsky
Peter Mackler
Michael Vanderbilt & Josh Castille
Gabe Most

Gesher Sagol ($100-$249)
Bruce Abrams
James Abrams and Tom Chiang
Victor Aguilar
Katie Albright and Jake Schatz
Bruce M. Bakerman
Barbarasue Barnes
Martin Belsky
Donna and Ron Bender
Nicole Bernstein
Beth Chayim Chdashim
Helen Bloch and Avikam Hameiri
Rabbi Richard Block
Judy Bloom
Sandi Bragar
Lisa Branstien
Perry Brass and Hugh Young
Marilyn Breslau
Elliot Brill
Marla Broude and Bernard Stein
Sammy Buck
Scott Buckner
James Campbell
Alex Carcimente
James Carlson
Ken Carlson
John Chaffin and Elliot Pilshaw
Trevor Chandler
Philip Charney
Louise Chernin and Mary Klein
Chad Coeuer
Leora Cohen-Rosenberg
Daniel Cohn
Rabbi Mychal Copeland
Barbara Cymrot
Sonia Daccarett and Alex Bernstein
Aaron Danziger
Rabbi Lisa Edwards and Tracy Moore
Ron Elkus

Chelsea Eng
Laura Esquivel
Victoria Felson
Alan Fisher
Donna and Joseph Fogel
George Frankel
Peter Friend
Riva Gambert
Hans Geisse
Roger Gindi and Gregory Victor
Alice Ginsburgh
Ken Goldberg and Tiffany Shlain
Lee Jason Goldberg
Norman Goldblatt
Alyssa Goldman
Brendan Goldman
Evan Goldman
David Goldstein
Greg Gorell
Paul Gracie
Rick Greenhal
Rabbi Steve Gutow
Rabbi Ilene Haigh
Steve Hansen
Adam Harris
Barbara and Michael Harris
Jane Heron
Laura Herszenhorn
Adam Hirschfielder
Maya Horowitz
David Iken
Ian Jacobs
Robin Jacobs
Jerry Janoff
Joshua Reynolds
Ric Katz
Ira Kauderwood
Michael Kharten
Idit Klein and Jordan Namerow
Stephen Klein and Kevin Farrelly
Mona Kalka
Steven Kolodny
Scott Kramer
Karen Kronick
Richard Landman
Rosanne Leipzig
Paul Lerner and Stephen Reis
Jan and Allen Lev
Murray Levin
Randy Levine
Deborah Levy
Ila Lewis
RMLow Foundation
Harry Lutrin
Lynn and Carl Lyss
Jodi and Burt Magen
Max Malakoff
Tyler McPherson
Jonathan Mintzer
Andrew Mirer and Jesse Green
James and Robert Moon
Alfred Munzer
Larry Neff
Andrew Neuschatz
Nicolas Navarez
Michael Nye
Marc Oppenheimer
Faith Quintero
Peter Rabinoowitz
Martin Jay Raffel
Thomas Raffin
Sharlene Redhour and Jack Bruckman
Oran Reznik
Cori Robinson and Gavriel Bellino
Jarrow Rogovin
Samuel Rosenberg
Steve Rothaus and Ric Katz
Hannah Rothstein
Jeffrey Sachs
Karen Schiller
Amy Schustack
Lauren Baum and Sunny Schwartz
Sally and James Shapiro
Bruce Shenitz
Norman Sider
Ruth V Siegel
David Sieradzki and Emily Novick
Lesley Silverstone
Leah Soibel
Jacob Solomon
Michael Sonduck and David Zeligson
Arnold Spinka
Geoff Stahl
Erica Steelman
Carolyn Steinberg
Jimmy Steindecker
Rabbi Gil Steinlauf
Marilyn Steinmetz
Philip Strause
Ian Sugar
James Sutherland
Sapir Taib
Eldon Teper
Steven Ganz and Judy Tick
Leslie Ticktin
Michael Tyler
Michael Vaughn
Christopher Verdugo
Rabbi Jay Weinstein
Lawrence Wexler
Jeffrey Winter
Jennifer Wolfe
Evan Wolfson and Cheng He
Richard Wulfsberg
Orlee Zorbaron

Gesher Varod ($50-$99)
Vaidah Agarwalla
Alan Amberg and Roger Pines
Norma and Victor Bellino
Emily Blanck
Eyal Bor
Cory Bowdach

Robert Carney
Sharon Conway
Netanya Cranford
Allen Ellenzenweig
Ruth Thomas and Carmella Ettinger
Art Feltman
Mark Glickman
Eliot Goldstein
Jill Gover
Alan and Rebecca Green
Richard Juran
Marvin Kabakoff
Mark Kaiserman
Roberta Kaplan
Sharon Kenworthy
David Ari Klein
Michael Krawitz
Giorgio Kulp
Avner Lapovskiy
Jeremy Lawrence
Harriet Levine
Reuben Levy
David McCarthy
Bruce Moskovitz
Paul Moss
Jeff Piade and Martin Tilzer
Roger Pines
Yitz Preis
Glenn Rosenblum
Joel Rubin
Susan and Neil Sandler
Robin Septon
Marlene Sheena
Mady Shumofsky
Rabbis Beth and Jonathan Singer
Mark Sloane
Gina Surber
Hal Tarr
David Vos and Scott Reiter
Randy Weiss
Mark Wysoki
Yael Maxwell Devita
Ilana and Dr. Yonaton Yares
Efrat Zareen-Zohar

Gesher Lavan (Under $50)
Sasha Aleiner
Nina Allen-Goldberg
Miriam Ament Forman
Les Amer
Jonathan Arogeti
Luisa Aviv
Jeffrey Belluck
Rochelle Berliner
Brad Biren
Carol Brick-Turin
Wendy Brummer
Carolyn Camras
Jane Charney
Brooke Cooper
Menachem Creditor
Abby Drue

Harvey Eagle
Roz Edelberg
Miguel Angel Estefan Jr
James Fagelson
William Fields
Leslie Kane and Manny Fishman
Jessica Flamholz
Jonathan Funk
Gary Gartner
Sara Gilbert
Ron Givon
Rabbi Batya D. Glazer
Betty Goldberg
Joshua Goodman
Rabyn Foye
Steve Gradman
Emily Greene
Leah Guren
Mary Harkavy
Surene Henderson
Alan Herman
Joel Hindin
Bobby Hyde
David Katz
Nate Klafirk
Simon Klein
Toby Klein
Alan Krantz
Cindy Leifer
Stephanie Levinson
Samuel Maxwell
Robb McCluskey
Adrain and Carolyn Mobley-Bowie
Steve Nesseirath
Steve North
Dr. Laurie and Stephen S Pearce
Scott Piro
Andrea Presberg
Barry Rand
Jo Reichler
Rabbi Reiss Medwed
Yosef Robinson
Jeff Rosenberg
Howard Rosenblatt
Elaine Rosenzweig
Linda Rothfield
Rabbi Samlan
Shelley Samuels
Rachel Sattler
Joshua Sayles
Lester Shane
Randall Silbiger
Scott Soloway
Victor Strasser
Lee Walzer
Rabbi Jennifer Weiner
David Wolf
Nina Wouk
Linzee Zalta
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